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PERFORMANCE INDICATOR OPTIMAL SCENARIO RATING [1-5]

1. External Environment
There are no adverse political, economic, socio-cultural or technological ‘storm clouds’ at present or anticipated, which 
might impact your company operations.

2. Competitive Conditions
A strong competitive advantage is maintained within your industry sector with high barriers to entry, manageable 
buyer/supply power, few substitutes and moderate intensity of competition.

3. Financial Sustainability
Strong historical revenue and cash flow performance has been achieved and is anticipated in the future.  Comfortable 
working capital and debt: equity positions will allow you to meet current growth plans.

4. Market Positioning
Your products/services are carefully positioned within appropriate market segments. You have well-developed pricing, 
product migration, distribution, promotional and partnering tactics.

5. Customer 
Retention/Attraction 

You have developed a successful CRM (customer relationship management) system, have built a successful (‘guard the 
back door’) client retention culture and have launched a specific business development function.

6. Operational Efficiency
You have developed an effective and consistent production/service delivery process underpinned by specific project, 
quality, facilities and risk management functional areas. 

7. Employee Engagement
A specific HR function has been established with a focus on effective hiring, ongoing training/ development with 
appropriate industry-leading compensation and incentives in place.

8. Technology Potential
You have a comprehensive understanding of intellectual property (IP) issues that may impact your company and have 
the ability to assess new technology opportunities, including Internet based marketing initiatives.

9. Strategic Awareness 
Annual strategic planning reviews are completed with senior management - all employees understand the strategic 
direction that has been charted. Realistic and pragmatic key performance indicators are in place. Societal commitment 
is understood and demonstrated.

10. Leadership Capability
The company CEO inspires confidence to take on demanding/challenging tasks and has crafted an understandable and 
compelling vision for the company. Professional mentoring and coaching opportunities are fully exploited.

11. Stakeholder Sensitivity
The company has established close and trusting relationships with key stakeholders (employees, clients, suppliers, 
shareholders, bankers) and completes a regular stakeholder mapping process based upon in their relative power and 
interest. There is an effective governance system in place.

12. Continuous Innovation 
An enduring culture of creativity and innovation exists with ongoing R&D committed to key product/service offerings.  
Collective knowledge and skills are applied to process improvement linked to a formal Knowledge Management 
system.                                                                     


